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QUESTION 1

What would the following piece of code do (assuming valid objects and variables)? 

A. It updates object name as "a" and updates title as "b." 

B. It updates object name as "a" and does NOT update the title. 

C. It does NOT update object name, but it updates the title as "b." 

D. It does NOT update the object name nor the title. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What does the following code do? 

A. removes all versions of an object 

B. removes only the current version regardless of the version selected 

C. removes the exact object relating to the given object ID 

D. It does nothing as sysObj.save() has not been called. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the recommended method to package a business object? 

A. create a jar file containing all class, interface and configuration files 

B. create two seperate jar files, one each for classes and interfaces 

C. create three separate jar files, one each for classes, interfaces and configurations 

D. package the files using a third-party packaging tool 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true about SBOs? 

A. SBOs should be stateful whenever possible. 

B. In SBOs, sessions do not need to be released. 
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C. SBOs should be instantiated once and then can be reused. 

D. SBOs should depend on DFC to cache repository data. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The following is a method in an SBO (assume all the variables are valid): public void updateDoc(String 

strRepository, IDfSysObject obj) { 

The following code calls this service: 

What would happen to the transaction if a DfException occurs in the SBO method? 

A. The transaction is aborted. 

B. The transaction commit method is ignored. 

C. An exception is thrown at the line sessionMgr.commitTransaction(). 

D. The transaction is committed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Given the following code: 

Which catch blocks should you use to handle the DfException? 

A. catch (DfException dfe){throw new DfException("DFC_E_BAD_CODE", dfe);} 

B. catch (DfException dfe){throw new DfException(dfe);} 

C. catch (DfException dfe){DfLogger.error(this, "Error locking object", null, dfe);} 

D. catch (DfException dfe){} 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

What is the result of executing the following code? (Assume that all variables and constants are valid.) 

A. no records 

B. all dm_document objects in the repository 

C. current versions of all dm_document objects in the repository 
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D. An exception is thrown as no attributes have been specified in the select clause. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which method resumes a workflow from a halted state to a running state? 

A. IDfWorkflow.execute() 

B. IDfWorkflow.resume() 

C. IDfWorkflow.resumeAll() 

D. IDfWorkflow.continue() 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Given an SBO called com.mycompany.ICreditScore and the following statement: newModule(repositoryName,
"com.mycompany.ICreditScore", sessionMgr) What does the statement do? 

A. deploys com.mycompany.ICreditScore module 

B. deploys com.mycompany.ICreditScore service 

C. deploys and instantiates com.mycompany.ICreditScore module 

D. deploys and instantiates com.mycompany.ICreditScore service 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Given an object sysObj with IDfSysObject interface, what is the correct statement to retrieve the long form of the
document\\'s format? 

A. sysObj.getContentType(); 

B. sysObj.getFormat().getName(); 

C. sysObj.getFormat().getDescription(); 

D. sysObj.getFormat().getDOSExtension(); 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11
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When does an SBO interface get deployed to client machines? 

A. upon manual deployment 

B. upon respoitory restart 

C. upon client restart 

D. upon refresh of the local BOF cache 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

An exception is thrown within the following code, during the disconnect process. What is a possible cause of the
disconnect error? 

A. The code did not check to see if the session object was valid. 

B. The code did not perform any work after opening the session. 

C. The session was not retrieved through an IDfSessionManager interface. 

D. The code did not cast the retrieved session object to IDfSession before assignment. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

You have a repository with several million documents. The repository uses public ACLs to assign security for each
division in an organization. What is the most efficient way to give read access to USER A for a batch of 100,000
documents while maintaining existing security on individual documents? 

A. execute update dql to add USER A to each document 

B. grant USER A READ permissions using IDfSysObject.grant() 

C. add USER A to r_accessor_name for each acl that is referenced in the batch ofdocuments 

D. create a new acl that gives USER A read permit and assign that acl to the batch ofdocuments 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

The following line appears in a DFC trace log file: [main] .MyTBO@eb724.setObjectName("My New Object") What does
the "eb724" represent? 

A. the DMCL session Id of the connected session 

B. the respository ID to which the user is connected 
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C. the hash code of the Java object of MyTBO class 

D. part of the object ID of the object being processed 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Which action is NOT performed by the IDfSysObject.addESignature() method? 

A. verify that Trusted Content Services are enabled 

B. verify that the object is signed 

C. verify that the document is checked in 

D. verify that preSignatureHash is valid 

Correct Answer: B 
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